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1 Introduction

Current solutions for validation and verification of academic degrees are a slow,
expensive, and inefficient process. The problem lies in how academic records
across countries, and even within countries, are verified.

It is a huge problem for employers looking to hire new employees, since it is of-
ten a costly and lengthy process to verify an applicant. This is usually done by
paying a third-party company for the service of verifying. This reduces the costs
of managing records on a case-by-case basic for universities at the expense of
creating a central authority responsible for answering all academic verification
queries. The result is a slow and expensive system that creates an inefficient
line of communication between students, employers, and universities.

The proposed system hopes to create an efficient process for graduates to share
a digital record of their qualification with multiple organisations without the
need for a third party to verify that the certificate is authentic. This would save
time, and it would save the organisations from unnecessary costs.

2 The solution

A decentralised application on top of the Ethereum network to allow the se-
cure and instantaneous validation of academic records. This solution uses the
blockchain as a ledger to store academic credentials. Since the blockchain is very
secure, and decentralised which means it will never be able to have a denial-of-
service attack or a single point of failure. The idea behind the solution is to also
remove the need for a third-party with regards to certificate validation, and this
is can be achieved using the blockchain technology that Ethereum provides.

3 Background Research

The overall approach to researching for this project was to find out the problem
first and to find solutions that existed. Unfortunately, decentralised applications
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are still fairly new so there are no commonplace solutions just yet. However,
the idea and problem is not unique and some people have tried to propose solu-
tions to it as seen in the hackernoon article linked here from the course website.
Some organisations are in the process of trying to implement a decentralised
application for certificate verification, for example, there is a platform called
Certify.pk in Pakistan. This was the only successful case that appears to have
a substantial user base. However, this whole notion falls under a broader scope
of identity management on the blockchain, and the company at the forefront of
this is Sovrin.
The next approach, after a few ideas had been formulated, was to research a
few of the frameworks and platforms that the application was going to make
use of in order to run. They are discussed below in more detail.

3.1 Truffle Framework

The Truffle framework was used in order to create this decentralised application.
It is an extremely popular development framework for Ethereum.

It takes care of managing contract artifacts, including support for custom de-
ployments, library linking and complex Ethereum applications.

It allows for easy and automated testing of contracts in both JavaScript and
Solidity. It allows for easily written deployment and migration scripts which
help to maintain contracts stored on the blockchain.

Overall, Truffle is the go-to for a developer wanting to get started with Solidity.
It was made use of in this application to deploy the contracts, as well as to run
tests.

3.2 Ganache

Ganache is part of the Truffle suite of Ethereum development tools. It simulates
full client behaviour, making development of Ethereum applications faster, eas-
ier, and safer. Ganache is used as a local blockchain in order to deploy contracts,
and be able to test them in a very easy and efficient manner.

3.3 IPFS: Interplanetary File System

Interplanetary File System (IPFS) is a peer-to-peer hypermedia protocol de-
signed to make the web faster, safe, and more open. The aim stated by the
developers is that they wish to surpass HTTP in order to build a better web.
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It works by taking a file, or piece of data, and applying a cryptographic hash on
it in order to obtain a unique identity that is associated with the piece of data.
This results in the removal of duplication. The peer-to-peer protocol consists of
many network nodes that only stores the content it is interested in, plus some
indexing information to help direct people requesting data towards nodes which
possess them. When a person looks for a file to view or download, they ask the
network to find the nodes that are storing the content behind that file’s hash.
Another benefit is that one does not need to memorise the hash of their file,
they can make use of the IPNS which is the Interplanetary Name System. This
is a system that allows for creating and updating mutable links to IPFS content.

With regards to the topic of degree verification, IPFS was used as a storage
container to store a digital copy of a student’s degree certificate. The hash of
this certificate is then stored in the Ethereum blockchain in a student contract
that only the university, student, and approved viewers will be able to see.

4 Requirements

The main requirement is to:

• Validators which are all those involved in authorising Universities in the
contract. Only 2 accounts are validators in this project, however, a choice
can be made as to how many validators exist and how many are required
to authorise a university.

• A university is any authority that has permission to award (revoke) de-
grees/certificates to (from) Students. In the greater scheme, this decen-
tralised application can be used for any institution that awards some form
of qualification that would need to be verified. The authenticity of the
certificate can then be verified against the institution that issued them.

• A student is any user that wants their academic qualifications on the
Blockchain. They have autonomous control over who has permission to
view their qualifications.

• A viewer is any external organisation, or any person really, who has been
granted permission to view the credentials of a student.

5 Implementation

There are a total of four portals, although only three of them are visible to the
public and only people with the correct access will be able to view the correct
portal. Therefore, the only real ’public’ portal is the landing page and the search
portal.
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The landing page is viewable by any individual who is not a validator, and it
can be seen in figure 12.

5.1 Validator Portal

Only the owners (validators), as stored in the base contract, have access to this
page and can store information in this contract which can be seen at fig 1. They
are only able to add/remove universities from the contract. All of the validators
are required to add the same University in order for it to become validated. This
is a security design in case of a hacked validator wallet, or a corrupt validator.
If all the validators are corrupt then it is not the blockchain solution that is at
fault.
The multi-signature design was only implemented in validating universities as
a proof of concept, however, the same principles can easily be extended to in-
dividual universities having multiple participants when awarding certificates.
The code is in the multiAuthorisation function within the Validator.sol

contract. Only validators are able to execute this function. The procedure for
the authorisation of a university is as follows:

1. Required: Only validators can execute the function

2. Required: University does not already exist

3. A keccak256 cryptographic hash is computed on the combination of the
following properties:

• address of the validator

• address of the university to ad

• the university name

It is used as a key, it will be referred to as k.

4. Required: The current validator has not already accredited this university.
If they have already accredited them then the transaction fails to prevent
double authorisation.

5. If this step is reached, it means it has passed all of the above requirements.

6. A mapping from the hash to an uint is incremented.

7. If the uint value in the mapping is equal to or greater than the threshold
(i.e. minimum number of validators required to authorise), then the uni-
versity is officially authorised. As a side note, all the dummy data stored
is also deleted to keep the storage size to a minimum.

8. If the uint value in the mapping is strictly less than the threshold, then
nothing happens (besides already incrementing the uint). More validators
are required before it becomes officially authorised.
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Figure 1: Validator Portal

5.2 University Portal

Only the accredited universities have access to this page. In this page, figure 2
they are able to view all the certificates they have awarded and to whom they
have been awarded. By design, these student credentials are non-transferable
and are assigned upon creation. This is to further increase the security and
rigidity behind the approach since transferring of degrees is not recommended
in the case of a fraudulent request. The process to get validated would be more
tedious and nothing should slip through the cracks. The creation form can be
seen in figure 3. If a non-university personnel tries to access the page then they
are greeted by an ”access denied” page as seen in figure 4. When a student is
created, a degree certificate is required to be uploaded for the purposes of IPFS
storage. The student cannot be created without this step.

5.3 Student Portal

Only the students of accredited universities have access to this page (figure 5,
in this page they are able to award/ revoke access to external organisations to
have viewing access to their information (figure 6. If an organisation does not
have access to view their information then they will receive an error message, as
seen in figure 7. The student and university are always able to view the degree
information.

5.4 Search Portal

Anyone has access to this portal (figure 8, however, not everyone will be able to
obtain meaningful information from it. Only individuals who have been granted
access to look up the credentials of a specific individual will be able to do so.
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Figure 2: University portal focusing on student table

Figure 3: Add a student form
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Figure 4: University portal if the user is not an accredited university

Figure 5: Student portal focusing on viewer table
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Figure 6: Add a viewer form

Figure 7: Student portal if the user is not a valid student
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Organisations with access to view credentials will be able to see an information
card, as in figure 10. If the organisation does not have viewing permissions, or
the credentials do not exist, then they will be greeted with the following page
in figure 9. Since degree credentials are stored in the pdf format on IPFS, the
file is embedded into the page. A link is provided to the actual IPFS file if the
person wishes to view it.

Figure 8: Public search portal

Figure 9: Invalid student/ no viewing permissions
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Figure 10: Valid viewer with the correct student credentials

6 Testing

As many testing tools as possible were used, and attempted to be used, as
it is rather interesting that the Solidity community has so many projects and
developers contributing towards it. Only successful testing/verifying tools that
were used have been mentioned. Some of the tools did not work due to dated
code, and some of these older tools cannot even recognise the new syntax in
Solidity version 0.5.

6.1 JavaScript and Solidity Test Cases

Test cases were designed to check every piece of expected functionality and ac-
cess, given that the contract being used in truffle has the mnemonic phrase:
myth like bonus scare over problem client lizard pioneer submit female

collect. The truffle-assertions package was also made use of in the case of as-
serting function fails in contracts (e.g. reverts). The figure for the results can
be seen in figure 11.

6.2 Mythril

Mythril is a security analysis tool for EVM bytecode. It detects security vul-
nurabilities in smart contracts built for Ethereum, Quorum, Vechain, Roostock,
Tron, and other EVM-compatible blockchains.It uses symbolic execution, SMT
solving and taint analysis to detect a variety of security vulnerabilities.
Each contract was analysed using Mythril, each contract successfully completed
and no issues were detected.
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Figure 11: Truffle Test cases results

6.3 Slither

Slither is a Solidity static analysis framework. It runs a suite of vulnerability
detectors, and prints visual information about contract details. It was used in
order to find vulnerabilities in the smart contracts. Slither helped locate issues
in the smart contracts where functions were public that should have been
external.This leads to lower gas usage, as it states that the functions are only
ever accessed externally, and this means that it uses calldata and does not copy
anything into memory. Slither also mentioned changing naming conventions but
these were ignored.
In Student.sol, the following functions were changed from public to external.

• setOwner(address)

• authoriseView(address, string)

• deauthoriseView(address)

• getCredentials()

• remove()

In University.sol, the following functions were changed from public to external.

• createStudentCredential(address,string,string,uint16,string,string)

• deleteStudentCredential(address,string)

• returnStudentByName(string)

• returnStudent(address)
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• remove()

In Validator.sol, the following functions were changed from public to external.

• multiAuthorisation(address, string)

• deauthoriseUniversity(address, string)

• returnUniversity(address)

• returnStudent(string, string)

6.4 Contract Guard

Contract Guard is another online security scanner for Ethereum smart contracts,
the results can be seen in figure 12.

Figure 12: Contract Guard results

6.5 Security: Chain Security

This is a security scanner for ethereum smart contracts, it is a website that
allows users to upload code to test. The three contracts were uploaded and
scanned.

In Student.sol, the contract field could be modified by any user due to no
transferOwnership function existing. This meant unrestricted writes to stor-
age could occur. It even mentioned that this is an identical bug that caused a
major security exploit of Parity’s Multi-signature wallet in July 2017, where a
hacker was able to hijack ownership over wallets and steal ether.
In Validator.sol, there were a few more issues that were flagged. Since this
is not a common design for contracts, and because a payable type is needed in
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order to destroy contracts, one of the issues is that users will never be able to
extract ether from the contract but the contract can receive ether. This can be
viewed as a false positive in this implementation.
The second issue was just propagated in many different parts of the contract,
but essentially it was the same issue with unrestricted writes to storage as with
Student.sol.

Surprisingly, University.sol did not have any issues.
The report for this scan can be seen here: Contract Guard Report

6.6 Smart Check

This is another security platform that scans contracts for vulnerabilities. It was
able to locate issues with each contract. Although the results of the analysis
were not fixed in the contract, this is because it is not a production contract
and a few of the flags were possibly due to poor design choices. The errors that
appeared in the search were:

• Extra Gas consumption - Ignored

• Costly loop - Ignored

• Compiler version not fixed - Fixed

• Replace multiple return values with a struct - Ignored since it might affect
how the web application interacts with the contract.

• Prefer external to public visibility level - Fixed.

• Implicitly visibility level - Ignored.

The report for this scan can be seen here: Smart Check Report.

6.7 Weakness OSSClassification & Test Cases

I had a look at a few cases contained within the SWC-registry and SWC Pages.
It was quite interesting just to see how niche certain vulnerabilities are, es-
pecially the DoS with Block Gas Limit (SWC-128). Overall, there are a few
interesting things that I read about here but for the scope of the project there
was not a lot that helped with regards to it. It is definitely worth a mention
anyway.

7 Gas Estimation

The reasoning behind a multi-contract approach that deploys individual ac-
counts is for the purpose of keeping gas costs as low as possible. Storage on the
block chain is extremely expensive, and with more complicated data structures
- more space is required. For this reason, storing all the information in one
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contract would be far too costly. By splitting up functionality and giving the
individual users their own contracts to manage, the gas cost is reduced.

The current cost of gas, as taken from theeth gas station, can be seen in figure 13.
The contract deployment used 4882006 (Validator contract) and 261393 (Migra-

Figure 13: Current Gas Prices

tions contract) gas, which gives a total of 5143399 gas. Using the ethereum gas
station, it is calculated that this transaction would cost around $3 since the cur-
rent gas price is only 3.2 gwei in the average condition. The fastest transaction
(at the time) would cost 20 gwei, leading to $18.61 cost. Whilst both values
are relatively small, comparing them is a massive difference and a much larger
contract might cost far more. In ganache, the current cost of gwei is 20. All
of the following functions are estimated using a gwei cost of 20 as in the truffle
framework.

Validator Contract
Function Gas used Cost in USD
multiAuthorisation (partial) 68012 0.2462
multiAuthorisation (complete) 2404227 8.70329
deauthoriseUniversity 18774 0.06797
returnUniversityByName 0 0
returnStudent 0 0

University Contract
Function Gas used Cost in USD
createStudentCredential 1407725 5.09596
deleteStudentCredential 17550 0.06353
returnStudentByName 0 0

Now that we have an actual fiat cost for the implementation, we can estimate
how much it would cost as each participant in the system. Validating a uni-
versity costs $9 which is extremely cheap, and it can be cheaper if there is no
immediate rush and we wish to pay average gas prices.
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Student Contract
Function Gas used Cost in USD
authoriseView 106607 0.38591
deauthoriseView 16976 0.06145
getCredentials 0 0

Universities would spend $5 per student that they authorise which is also
extremely cheap. Maybe a slight improvement to the system would allow for
the organisations to foot the cost of being able to view a graduate’s credentials
by sending them a payment which triggers a function call and recovers the initial
cost. Organisations definitely pay a lot more than a few cents in order to verify
degrees, so this will not be an issue. It is already evident as to how a viable
blockchain solution would become a massive market disruptor.

8 Conclusion

An implementation has been presented showing the potential for using a de-
centralised application to handle validation of certificates. This solution will
save organisations, as well as universities, the cost and effort of having to verify
credentials. By building it on the Ethereum network, the underlying blockchain
technology provides a single source of truth that is distributed across a mul-
titude of nodes. This distribution prevents against a single point of failure or
an attack. The solution streamlines the process of verification by removing the
third-party, it also prevents fraudulent access and false accreditation. This was
achieved with multiple parties being required to authorise a university, however,
a real world application would contain multiple parties within universities who
are required in issuing digital certificates.
Overall, the solution is viable in practice and I look forward to seeing this take
off in the near future.

9 Usage

In order to run the project, the following repo contains the source: blockchain-
degree-validator
The dApp was created and tested with the following versions, it is not known
as to how the application might perform if there are varying versions:

• Ganache CLI: v6.7.0 (ganache-core: 2.8.0)

• MetaMask: v7.3.1

• Truffle: v5.0.41 (core: 5.0.41)

• Solidity: v0.5.8 (solc-js)

• Node: v10.16.3
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• Web3.js: v1.2.1

• truffle-assertions: v0.9.2

Note: The following process assumes that the user has the above programs in-
stalled. Since the contract is deployed assuming certain addresses exist, it is
recommended that the following mnemonic is used to construct a test wallet for
ganache:
myth like bonus scare over problem client lizard pioneer submit female

collect.

1. Start Ganache: bash start ganache.sh

2. Redirect to client

3. Run: npm start in a terminal

You can now view the website and interact with it. Simply switch accounts using
MetaMask (after importing the wallet, given the mnemonic shared earlier, and
creating at least 5 default accounts).
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